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Let n independent Wiener processes be given. We assume that the following infoxma- 
tion is known about these processes; one process has drift pb, the remaining M - 1 pro- 
cwscs have drift zero, all n processes have common variance 02r, and we assume that a 
prior probability distribution over the n processes i  given to identify the process with 
drift M. A searcher is permitted to observe the increments of one process at a time with 
the object of identifying (with probability 1 - of of correct selection) the process with 
drift fit. 
The authors define a natural class of search strategies and show that the strategy with- 
m this class which minimizes the total search time is the strategy which, whenever possible, 
searches the process which currently has the largest posterior probability of being the one 
with drift M. 
maximum likelihood 
minimal expected search time 
1. Introduction 
The problem we wish to consider here is similar to the search problem 
considered by Posner and Rumsey (41 (see also [ 51). Here we show that 
maximum likelihood strategies are optimal within the restricted class of 
strategies considered by Posner and Rumsey. In [ 31 we !xve pointed out 
me serious difficulties which occur when one attempts to pass ia the 
* Z%esearch of this author sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force 
Systems Command, USAF, under Grant No. AF OSR 72-2350. 
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limit by enlarging the strM.egy pass. 
First consider a description of t 
be PI Wiener processes each with k 
have zero drift, while the remaining one has drift J& where p 
Henceforth this process will be k 
tion we are given a prior dis 
bability that the ifh proc 
until xhe process with drift 
Our problem is to choose a 
search time. 
Tht : 6 perturl Ied st 
proce is correspondin 
time Ihe posterior p 
proce AS with maxim 
tribe The class of str 
cess which is being 
or --p before a SW 
are determined s 
class will be ma 
in the class cbolp for which t 
searches the target with th 
useful than attempts t
2. Preliminaries 
We begin with some definitio 
is a probability space (St, ~4, P) on whi 
cesses yb (t), . . . . m(t) for t 3 0, discus 
Our a&xoach is empirical 
focess as a set of initial pro 
e that i is the targ 
determine the posterior pro 
bution PI(t), *.., p,(t). The 
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the first time t that the posterior p obabilily pi(t) crosses one of the 
,(O) -t- CY or pi(O) - fi when the ith target k searched contin- 
der here are those which search the 
ior probability pi(t) does not change 
tity. (This class of strategies rules 
havior for the search process.) Technically, a &rate- 
the real line into the xjitegers 
1 9 la*9 nf. We simplify notation by omitting the o. The restricted class of 
es is obtained by specifying 6, 7 > 0 and defining Q&y as the col- 
of all strategies &,(t) which satisfy the conditions 
p, 3 % m = 1, 2, . . . . (2.1 a) 
piUrn) + a[m+l G 1 - e, 
(2.lb) 
(2.1 c) 
(2.ld) 
where To = 0, e is given, cy, and /3, are chosen arbitrarily subject to con- 
ditions (2.la) and (2. Id), and im is one of the integers 1, . . . . n. 
The posterior process p&r I&) 1s the posterior probability that at 
time t ahe target i is the correct one (the one with drift pl’j when the 
search startegy Is7 is used. We shall need the following fmnulae for 
pi(t) = pi(t I&,) when I&) = j for 0 < 7 < t (see [ 33)~ 
P,(O) . 
j-p) . =#O) + (l-~(0)) exp[(p/2g2) (@--2Y&t))l ’ 
(2.2a) 
Pi(O) 
“(” = (1-p&O)) + p&Q) exp[ -(p/202) (pt -2y10)1 
i # j. (2.2b) 
Throughout he exposition we shall abbreviate pi(t 1 &,$ to pi(t) 
when there is no ossibility of confusion. 
Our results depend on the boundary crossing probabilities and exit 
iener processes [2, p. 6321 which we list here for convenience. 
cess with drift Xt and variance r2t. Then, if one 
(0) = x) and ob served until ia crosses one of the 
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boundaries a > x > b, exit oc 
P(x, a, b) of exit at a is given 
with probabili 
and the expected exi 
where Q(x, a, b) = 1 - fix, a, b). 
From (2.2) we see that the 
in t and is a Markov process bet 
the Wiener process. The followi 
posterior process pi(t 1 &) b 
Proof. For i # j, it follows from ( 
piCr) = i’i(O) Pjtt) K(i)9 
where K(t) is some process. When pi(lt) = pi(O) + 
Summing (2.5) over the range i, i 1, we find that 
Substituting this value int 
Central to our discussi 
where both processes ha 
ral we will use a bar 
an incorrect one. As t 
ior process is equivalent to 
process is equivalent 
Jt) = j (=: constant), and let clu be such that 
T/ten p](t) crosses the boundary pj(O) + c11 if and only 
*(t) crosses the boundary. 
lo 
Pj(o)+Q 
L=-pj(o)-cu' 
is one of the two processes R(t) or W(t) depending on whether 
rrect grocers QP not. 
), Pj(t) = Pi(O) + ~1 if and only if 
pi(")=~j(o)(pi(o)+ol)+(l -Pj("))(Pj(o)+cu)exp[(Cc/202) (!Jt_2Yi(t))l- 
Taking logs, we obtain 
Pj(o)+a P,(O) . 
log 1 _qj(o)-ar = log + _EL (2J'j(t) -pt)* l -pi(o) 202 
The process (p/20*) (2yj(t)-pt) is a Wizner process with drift (p2/202)t 
ifj is the correct target and -(p2J2a2)t if] is an incorrect ta.rget. The 
variance is easily seen to be p2 t/o2 in either case. This proves the 
lemma. 0 
We now turn our attention to the unconditioned process. The follow- 
ing somewhat surprising theorem is basic to our results. 
Theorem 2.3. Let To be the first time 
of the boundaries pi(O) + 01 CI~ pj(O) - 
p/O)+arG 1, COO, 
the posterior process crosses one 
0, where 
Pj(O:' - P > 0, P > 0. 
Furthermore, let &(t) = k (= constant) ,for 0 < t < To. Then, whatever 
be k, 
(2.7) 
[pi(To I I&Y> = pi(O) -PI = a/<a + fl), 
ided the postericr process pj(t I I&,) can attain the boundaries 
+ a or ~~(0) - /3 at all. (See remark 2.4.) 
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roof. We f&t consider the case kt - = j. For ease of notation, we let 
J+(O) = p. By Lemma 2.2, the Wiener process w(t) or IV(t) (depe,lding 
on whether j is the correct or incorrect arget) must begin at x and 
cross one of the two boundaries a, h, where 
a = log 1 “ia*, -- 
Let P(.x, a, b) be the probability tha 
probability that W crosses the bounda 
ility that pj(t I lar) crosses the boundary a is 
p P(x, a, ii) + (1 -p) P(x, a, b). 
We use (2.5) with X = p2/202 for a, h = ~~~/2~2 for 
Therefore 
F(x, a, b) = ~wb-e-x , 
ewb -e* 
From (2.8) we obtain 
P(x,a, b) L=: eb-ti 
eb-ea l 
F(x, a, 6) = F(: *+‘p,,,_y , 
Therefore 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Since the posterior process mu ss one of the boundaries p
I) - (3, (2.7) foll ows for the cas the process 
= k) must cross one of the bou 
fl’ are chosen in such a 
(0) + Q’ or ~~(0) -
PjCt 1 l&y = k) crosses ljj(O) + ~1 
P = a’,‘$, where \t = pj/( l-p,) 
[Pj(To 1’67 =k)=pj(o)+al = [pR(To I 16,=k)=pk(0)-fl] 
theorem is proved. 0 
ies 
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mark 2.4. The condition that ~~(8 I & = k) attains the bounciaries 
pi(O) + CY or pi(O) - p is equivalent o the conditioE_s 
Pk +P/$< 1, (2.13a) 
(2.13b) 
itisn (2.13a) is satisfied for any /7k, whik (2.12b) is satisfied fcr 
pk > d(pi -? a)* (2.14) 
In terms of our search problem, this condition means that it will be dif- 
ficult for maximum posterior probability to exceed 1 - c when seasch- 
ing a target with small prior probability. 
tion 2.5. For 0 < x < 1. 
R(x)=(2x- I)log& 
-* 
(2.15) 
This function R permits us to simplify analytic expressions for zxpec- 
ted search time. 
Let M(p, a$) be the expected time for the prosterior process of the 
target being searched to start at p and cross one of the boundaries ~+cx, 
p - 0. We note that this time is independent of the target. 
Thewem 2.6. Let ar, 0 > 0 be such that p + c11 < Ii, p - 0 > 0. Then 
Proof. Let M 5 I the exit time given that the target being searched is cor- 
rect and M trle evit time given that the target is not the correct one. 
Then 
(2.17) 
Since M is the expected time for the process v to begin at x and cross 
one of the boundaries a, b, where a, b, x are as in (US), we obtain from 
(2.4) 
M=(a2/p2) [(a-x)&,a,b)+(b-x)(1--p(x,a,b))], 
From (2. IO) we have 
pRx,a,b)-(‘L-p) 
Putting together (2.17)-Q. 1 tain 
a2 MQ?, Q, p) =s 
M2 
which yields (2.16) if we utilize the 
We conclude this section wit 
function R. 
ma 2.7. For 0 < x < i) the f~~~~ 
R@)(x) is the rzth derivutive of R)- 
(i) R(“)(X) = Rc”)( 1 -x) for n hwr 
(ii) R(")(X) E 
(iii) R@)(k) =: 0 jk n 0 
(iv) R@)(i) is 
Proof. For tz = 0, (i) follows 
follow by induction and a direct di 
v), we observe that 
for S(U), we see that S(~)(U) is incr 
f0llows. 0 
3. 
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at WhiCh the posterior process pi(t 1 I,,) 
vies J?i(O) + aS, p&O) - 0, where ac, p > 0, 
. Fzrrther assume that the strategy 
< t G T, pi(O) < pi(O) and p&O) < i (1-t-~-0). 
is smallest if j = i. 
s is that (2.14) is satisfied, 
boundary pi(O) + c11 would 
mma 3.1. For brevity we et pi = /Ij(O), pi = pi(O). We let 
target is searched, the posterior process pj(t I Ihr = i) 
e boundaries pj + Q’ or pi - @‘, where ~1’ = P$, 0’ = ey $I and 
. We note that $3 1. The lemma will be proved if we 
‘f Pj = l-pi, then 3/ = 1, SO 
(pi, a’9 0’) = M(l-p,, P9 a) = M(p,9 a, PI9 
and the difference in (3.1) is zero. Since pi < l--pi, we n3ed only show 
that the difference in (3.1) is decreasing in pj for 0 G pi G l--pi. Indeed, 
the derivative of the left-hand side of (3.1) with respect o pi is 
(3.2) 
rom Lemma 2.7 it follows that R’ is concave on [0, 31 and convex on 
[i, 1). Therefore, if pi + p$ G f , we have by concavity of R’(X) on (0, ‘2 1, 
(3.3) 
i, we proceed as follows. Let 13, (x) and E2(x) be linear 
r which 
Then 
minetry 2.7(ii) of I?’ we have 
of R’ on (0, i], we have 
It follows that (3.3) will remain valid 
for pi - wj G x G 1. Let 
2p. + 2&&-l 
+K-YJ-- 
2Pjm- *~lt-l ’ 
AS we shall show below, pi G f ( I+ 
which together with thl:: convexity 
since 
gi-r*j + t” (‘-pi + $!j=Pj+fl$l. 
The ccnditions 
'~@jea9) = p~@j-a*j9 
imply that P&x) > 4$(x) for x 
fore the difference (3.1) is decre 
pa G 1, which is always true since Pj 6 pi 
that J/ = (l-Q’/+, ~4: may write this CO 
Pi(’ + tcu -p)/2pil G Q 
Since pi - /3 2 0 by assumption, we have 1 
plies that the left-hand side of (3.7) is incre 
$ = 1, and the condition b 
assumption. Therefore the condition holds 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
The next theo m is a key result in our 
rather surprising sult is a generalization 0 
eorem 3.3. Let I,, be any search strategy in Q6r 
0, P > 0, pi 
et Id,(O) = i, 
ti > < 1, pi(O) - 0 2 0, and let T be the time 
the process pi(t sses one of the bou 
Then 
sp,(“)+cu9 pi 
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case where I& has ‘Jne switch; i.e., I,. re- 
,$ crosses /Ii + ~111 or pi - p1) and then re- 
stant until pi(t I &) crosses pi + a or pi - /3. By Theorem 2.3 
robabilities are 
+ -mw2L ‘[piCT I ‘67) = pi(O) + a + PI] 
%+@l 
Similarly for the other boundary. 
We proceed by finite induction on the number of switches. Let T, be 
the time of the I@ switch. Then I,,(t) is constant for Tn_l G t < Tn. Let 
pi(T,__,I I,,) take an the values p$ n_l with probability ?rk n_l, k = 1, . . . . 
2n -1 (there are at most 2n-l value; that pi( Tn _1 I&) may’ have). Then 
p-1 
p-l 
=P+ c (P,*, n _l-Pi(“)) 
a+p k=l a+P ?Tk,n-l’ 
(3.10) 
Here we have used the Markov property of the posterior process pi(t I&). 
The proof will be complete if we show that 
p-l 
C( Pi,n-1- Pi(O)) ‘k n I= O* (3.11) 
k=l P - 
Fern = 1,p O = pi(O), and (3.11) is trivial. There is a sequence of con- 
dS Qk, fik Iiuch that pz n may be written in the form pfn _l+ ai and 
_1-=/3j. Thus (3.11) b&omes 
P n-l+“k-P&“) P k + P&z-l -Pk-Pi(“) ak 
a+P Tkd+’ “k+Pk a+P 
‘k,r,-l Qk + p 
k 
‘kflk 
km-1 - Qt +p 
k k 
(3.12) 
We have used the inducticn hyp thesis on the 
hand side of (3.12). This ompletes the proof o 
We shall have occ 
the posterior prob 
are equal. The qi 
where p(i) denotes the ord 
and 4n = l/n. Wt: shall also use the 
ordered values 
mma 3.4. Let ptlj > q2+ arid let T be the th 
crosses either of the boundaries 1 -=-E o 
Is7 is constant on 0 < t < T aPzd eqtra 
largest post&or probability. 
Proof. We let 
a = 1 -- e - P(l), P = P(1,-- 
Then we have pt2) G 1 --~(lb and /Q) 
Lave 
&Gi Lz (l-=-p(,,+q 
e consider sear&in 
stant, say P, over a 
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rting from pcl) + 6’ snd 7’7 is the exit time 
let T, be the first time I67 # i*, and let T2 
at which & switches again. Then the rule I&, where 
OG t< T2, 
T2 < t < T, 
(3.15) 
exit time than &. This follows from argu- 
ng ones. Therefore 16,,(t) = i* for 0 < t < T, 
now state and prove our main result. 
e optimal StrutegJ Isr E Q6, searches the target i for 
tdtkh pi(t) = maXi ~j(t), W~~MW~T~ Q switch is permitted. 
Proof. We consider three cases: 
0)--r a P~ua 
09 P(~>(O) = p2 (Oh 
ml P&9) > P(~,w--r. 
In case (i) St follows by Theorem 3.3 that the posterior process pfl,(t I&) 
will arrive at one of the two boundaries 1 -E and y2 with the same pro- 
bability wha ever rule in 967 is used. Furthermore, the posterior distri- 
butions at exit time are also independent of the rule used. The Markovian 
property of the posterior process ensures that the future decisions depend 
only on the ue of the posteriors at exit time. Therefore we may choose 
the rule whi minimizes the expected exit time. This choice is given by 
Lemma 3.3 as search the target with the maximum posterior probability. 
We consider case (ii). Henceforth we abbreviate p&O) to pi. By argu- 
imilar to those of Lemma 3.1, M(p, 6,~) is decreasing for 
;(l+&--@y). r any Pi < p(1) = ~(2) we have t/j G p(1) and pi G l- &+I). 
-- 7) by considering the cases ptl, < 3 and 
he first case we have 
ile in the secon case we have 
re 
we search 
issiblc switch is s 
lity is ptl, (we random- 
ize since there is a tie). 
Let IT,, be the first-passage tome re 
P(1) + W(ljf1 -P )Hw-qlpT 
time required to go from ~~~~(0) - 
be the first passage time from pc 
first passage time from ptl) + 6 t, 
UT I l=W;“)+( 
+ ~~/(~ +gf)) ( 
where 7’ is the total search time. From (3.17) w 
WI &I a+ W.f I ~&-I. 
Considerations similar to the 
optimal to search the i*a target, 
and the case ~~~$0) -rpl 7
p&) = &z,(f) 
Ts complete 
starting positions, and eat 
which are covered by the 
the posterior process to i 
switching times. Sf I+ u 
the expected. search time is 
( 1 
i=l 
'j nj9 
the search time i 
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6e: strategies. This leaves open the question of 
te the applications to sequential design of 
likely solve some optitnality 
tion. This relationship, however, remins 
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